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Serenbe Home
Making Your Home Better than Your Neighbors with
StoGuard
®

Atlanta-based manufacturer, Sto Corp., a leader in cladding, coating and restoration
systems, had an offer that couldn’t be refused by Atlanta homebuilders. The company rolled
out a formal residential program for its product, StoGuard®, in its hometown. The
spray-on waterproofing/air barrier has been used successfully in both residential and
commercial applications for several years.
One builder, Jason Jackoniski, owner of Arc & Angle Home builders, LLC, and member of the
Greater Atlanta Home Builders Association and Earth Craft House, knew a good deal when
he saw it. “It is the extra things you do to make houses better than others,” said Jackoniski.
“There are so many changes in home building that you can’t rely on the old practices – you
have to try new, innovative products to keep up and get ahead.”-
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The home is in the new Serenbe Community in Palmetto, Ga. The community itself is
inno-vative, offering homeowner’s stables, walking trails, a bonfire pavilion, shops,
restaurants, and an inn in the new neighborhood.
“I believe in building good quality homes and StoGuard fits into that mindset,” said
Jackoniski. Jackoniski, a small volume builder, builds mainly in the south Atlanta area.
“StoGuard can help with noise, heating and cooling bills, and with a spray-on waterproofing/
air barrier you don’t have to worry about mislaps or tears,” said Sto’s rep.
StoGuard was installed by Stucco and Masonry Renovators, LLC. The owner, Ernesto
Medina, and crew from Stucco and Masonry Renovators have been installing Sto products
for several years in metropolitan Atlanta and have found a niche in the Atlanta market
focusing on repair work and spray-on waterproofing/air barriers.
“StoGuard fits right into our business portfolio, as contractors usually sub out the
installation of house wraps,” said Medina. “We have had excellent response from luxury
home owners and builders who have chosen StoGuard. The product makes the house
weather proof and waterproof, and the permeability of it is a definite advantage. Another
advantage is that it doesn’t rip or tear.”
The Principal Product Testing Technician with Sto Corp. was on the job site to oversee
the initial StoGuard installation. They used the product combination, StoGuard® Fabric and
StoGuard RediCorner. StoGuard Fabric is a non-woven cloth reinforcement that is part of the
StoGuard assembly and is used with Sto EmeraldCoat® to treat sheathing joints, inside and
outside corners and rough openings.
“An advantage in using this fabric is that it creates a two component StoGuard system,” said
Sto’s rep. “Contractors will appreciate the ease of installation with this fabric allowing them
to be more efficient on the jobsite.”
StoGuard RediCorner is a pre-formed fabric piece used in the corners of the rough
open-ings for quicker installation. This product translates into easy and consistent
installation of protection in one of the most critical areas on any wall - the rough
openings. Sto gives contractors a tool that can make their job easier by taking the guess
work out of making sure the openings are sufficiently protected.
“There are 60 rough openings in this house, and by using StoGuard Fabric and RediCorner
the job could be completed more quickly and easily,” said Sto’s rep. Jackoniski was pleased
with the results. “I had heard StoGuard was a good product and I wanted to try it out to see
if it works like they say it does. It looks good. I’m happy I tried it,” said Jackoniski. In fact,
Jackoniski liked the product so much that he used StoGuard on his second house, right next
door, in Serenbe. For the second house he used his painter, and he and his crew sprayed on
StoGuard, completing the job quickly and looking as good as the first house.

